UPSC Sociology Optional

Books for Sociology Paper I for IAS Mains

- Sociology – Anthony Giddens
- Sociological Theory – George Ritzer
- Sociology – Haraldamos & Holborn
- Oxford Dictionary Of Sociology
- Sociological Thought – Francis Abraham and John Henry Morgan
- Political Theory – O P Gauha

Books for Sociology Paper II for IAS Mains

- Social Change in India – M N Srinivas
- Caste Its Twentieth Century Avatar – M N Srinivas
- Handbook of Indian Sociology – Veena Das
- Indian Society and Culture – Nadeem Hasnain
- Modernization of Indian Tradition – Yogendra Singh
- Persistence and Change in Tribal India – M.V. Rao
- Rural Sociology – Doshi and Jain
- Social Background of Indian Nationalism – A R Desai